To: Whom it May Concern

Subject: California Proposition 65 (Prop 65)

Vaasa, April 18th, 2023

With reference to the California Proposition 65 (Prop 65) – the Safe Drinking Water and Toxic Enforcement Act of 1986 – which is administered by California’s Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA), at level of Automatic Transfer Switches ABB informs that:

- At least 1 substance listed in “P65 CA Chemical list” could be involved in the production process of materials we use, even if in a very low percentage
- If effectively present these substances are not in a free-form, so there’s no risk for the user to inhale or get in contact with them
- During normal operation our products don’t release any chemical of “P65 CA Chemical list”
- Additionally it must be noted that all our products are composed by materials with flame retardant characteristics

For what above final conclusion is that Automatic Transfer Switches cannot expose user to chemical(s) known to the state of California to cause cancer or birth defects or other reproductive harm.
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